
WORKSHOP 3:
The Future We Want

Friday 14 April 2023

11:00am – 12:30pm



South Seas Healthcare Trust is a Primary healthcare provider, with over 24 
years' experience in serving the community and over 4,500 clients currently 
enrolled. Based in Otara, South Auckland, our vision is to provide excellent 
health and well-being for Pacific people and all communities. 

South Seas Healthcare MYSTORY Insights – Lemalu Silao Vaisola-Sefoi

The MYSTORY Workshop, is a public narrative focussed interactive session, which is normally delivered 
across a day with a small group of participants. The workshop engages participants through a series 
of activities that help build trust and relationships through storytelling tools such as huddles, the 
mechanics of storytelling, understanding the meaning behind lived experiences and how shared values 
and understanding connect and mobilise people to bring people together. The workshop will provide 
context and insights into how a MYSTORY workshop is delivered, with a few of the activities practiced, 
in the time available. 



Fuimaono Dr Karl Pulotu-Endemann. MNZM, J.P
Samoan born.NZ reared since the age of 9 years old
Nursing qualifications in Psychiatric, General & Obstetric nursing
Postgraduate diploma in Psychosocial Nursing
First Pacific person to be awarded an honorary doctoral in health, Massey 
University.
Creator of the Fonofale Model born.
Represented Pacific people on a number of boards including Parole Board, 
Mental Health Commission, Alcohol Liquor Advisory Council of NZ (ALAC), 
Hutt Valley and Capital Coast District Health Boards, Psychologist Board, 
Drug Foundation of NZ.

Kalisi--E lele le toloa ae ma’au I le vai-health and wellbeing starts 
from the source of the vai of life-Tribute and Honouring mothers and 
women of Pacific families – Leota Dr Lisi Petaia & Fuimaono Karl 
Pulotu-Enderman (Principals Directors of Karlis Partnership-Mental Health 
Specialists)

Leota Dr Lisi Kalisi Petaia and Fuimaono Dr Karl Pulotu-Endemann collectively 
have over 70 years of experience in mental health and wellness sector. They 
created the Kalisi Model.

Leota Dr Lisi Kalisi Petaia is Samoan born and reared.
Fluent Samoan speaker
Matai: Ali’i/High Chief title of Leota
Medical trained in NZ.
Highly experienced lecturer/ educator/trainer for 
medical, nursing and other health related professional 
groups but also in community and Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGO) in Aotearoa/NZ and in Samoa.
First Samoan Qualified Psychiatrist
First Pacific Woman Forensic Psychiatrist in the world
Currently work as Consultant Psychiatrist in Forensic 
units, prisons. And as a Karlis Partner in working with 
teachers, parents and students in low decile schools 
located in South Auckland and West Auckland.



Phylesha Brown-Acton, An indigenous trans activist from the village of Hakupu, Niue Island. 

Phylesha is a champion for the rights of gender and sexual minority groups within New Zealand and the 

Asia and Pacific region.

She is the co-founder and Executive Director of a Pacific MVPFAFF/ LGBTQI+ organisation called 

F'INE, pronounced “fee-neh”, that provides navigational services to Pacific MVPFAFF / LGBTQI+ 

peoples and their families in Auckland. 

She is a renowned Pacific Cultural entertainer, traditional costume designer, her pronouns are she and 

her. Phylesha has extensive knowledge in governance and is the Co-Chairperson of the Asia Pacific 

Transgender Network (APTN) where her team are responsible for the strategic and financial oversight 

of the network. She has had global governance positions with ICASO, IAS, ILGA World and is currently 

a United Nations Fellow for the OutRight Action International.

Pasifika Rainbow - The Future of Education in Aotearoa 
– Phylesha Acton–Brown & Saviiey Nua

This workshop presented by Saviiey Nua & Phylesha Brown-Acton will engage participants through 
storytelling, mind mapping and navigation towards a future that is inclusive, diverse and nurtured by 
concepts which both will highlight as integral to their leadership and pathways of service to Pasifika 
Rainbow and MVPFAFF+ communities.

Phylesha has completed a global women’s business and leadership programme at Harvard Business School in Boston and has currently completed 

a Masters of Applied Indigenous Knowledge degree.

Phylesha has had a long-standing commitment to MVPFAFF+ / Pasifika LGBTQI+ communities, with a career that spans over 25 years of service 

and dedication.

In 2017 Phylesha was the recipient of the 2017 Sun Pix Pacific Peoples Awards for Community Leadership, in 2019 she received a Queen’s honour 

“Member of the New Zealand Order of Merit” for services to Pacific and LGBTQI+ Communities.  

Phylesha profile can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7RTd5TJ_RY

More about Phylesha’s work here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=108IDxafDu0

F’INE Pasifika Aotearoa website: www.finepasifika.org.nz

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7RTd5TJ_RY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=108IDxafDu0
http://www.finepasifika.org.nz/


As a trainer-facilitator and senior lecturer, Cherie has a 
research interest in mentoring, human development, 
identity, cultural change, and leadership in Pasifika 
contexts. She established the highly successful Victoria 
University of Wellington Humanities and Commerce 
mentoring programme was established in 2000. Since 
2004, she has been involved in delivering leadership 
training for Victoria University of Wellington Pasifika 
students and other communities, including NZAID 
scholarship students. She has developed and 
maintained extensive networks with Pasifika students, 
staff (general and academic) in tertiary education 

Rethinking Pacific Education: Survive and Thrive! – Cherie Chu-Fuluifaga

This workshop aims to build skills, hope, and resilience in Aotearoa New Zealand's Pacific communities 

through the educators’ mindset. Participants will reflect on, identify, and compare their personal beliefs 

about teaching, learning, and the purpose of education; the values that drive their behaviour; and the 

metaphors that influence their perceptions and behaviours in the classroom. 

and convenes a leadership network and leadership cluster group for Pasifika students. She 
had represented at national, regional, and international forums on leader development for 
emerging Pasifika leaders. She has led leadership development programmes for university 
students and communities in the Pasifika region. Cherie has led research projects for Ako
Aotearoa and the Ministry of Education. She has also developed cultural training and 
education for NZ Judges, educators, teachers, youth workers, academics, students and the 
list goes on! As a Phd supervisor, Cherie is highly sought after by students across NZ.



The Aotearoa We Want - the role of narratives and storytelling in 
capturing our pain points, our highest aspirations and the action steps 
to achieve our collective moemoeā
– Daisy & Micahlei Lavea-Timo 

Daisy Lavea – Timo is passionate about speaking, facilitating, 
stakeholder engagement, coaching cultural confidence, women’s 
empowerment and youth development.
She has almost 2 decades of teaching, mentoring and people-
weaving experience across multiple worlds: education, youth work, 
government, businesses, NGO’s, community development and the 
Arts. A former associate Pacific Dean/ Teacher and Southern 
Regional Manager of the Ministry of Youth Development, Daisy is 
passionate about connecting talanoa across sectors in her mahi, 
especially anything that involves the worlds of rangatahi.
Daisy founded Cross-Polynate in 2020, a Social change agency

Micahlei Timo is a 13 year old Musician (Saxophone/Flute), Poet and 
aspiring linguist and rugby player.

which specialises in creative, collaborative leadership and indigenous participatory approaches to build social 
connectedness that enables youth development, aiga and community wellbeing and cultural confidence 
coaching. The desire behind this was to combine a team of Indigenous Avengers to improve outcomes for 
indigenous peoples and communities across the motu and Moana-Nui-A-Kiwa.



Exploring impacts of colonisation in Aoteroa - Jenny Ritchie

In recent decades in Aotearoa we have seen increased legislative recognition of Te Tiriti o Waitangi, and 

of the impacts of historical and ongoing breaches of Te Tiriti.  This is particularly evident in education, 

where the past three decades have seen policies and curricula that emphasise recognition of Te Tiriti, 

and more recently we now have the requirement that Aotearoa New Zealand histories are taught at all 

levels of the education system. However, the majority of those of us who grew up in Aotearoa, and also

recent immigrants, have not had the opportunity to learn about and gain insight and understanding of 

the impacts of colonisation. This workshop will provide an opportunity to reflect on these matters, and 

consider our role as educators, in remedying this lack of knowledge in our communities in our future 

work.

Dr Jenny Ritchie is an Associate Professor in Te Puna 

Akopai, the School of Education, at Te Herenga Waka 

Victoria University of Wellington. Jenny has been involved 

in early childhood care and education since the 1970s, as 

a childcare worker, kindergarten teacher, parent, kōhanga 

reo and kura kaupapa whānau member, teacher educator, 

education researcher, and grandparent.  Her research and 

teaching have focussed on understanding how to apply a 

commitment to Te Tiriti o Waitangi within early childhood 

and teacher education; pedagogies that affirm and 

support children’s cultural and emotional wellbeing; and 

exploring how applying Māori conceptualisations can 

enhance pedagogies that support and care for our planet.



Thriving Pacific languages support building a prosperous Aotearoa, 
today and in the future – Nafanuatele Lafitaga Mafaufau

Nafanuatele Lafitaga Mafaufau, is a Samoan woman who was born into a family of 

educators. Her grandfather was a principal in Samoa, her father was a teacher 

before he migrated to New Zealand in the late 1960s. Her older brother is the 

Deputy Principal at Favona Primary School, Auckland and she has also continued in 

their footsteps, having taught English and Samoan at secondary school level for 23 

years . 

At her last teaching post, Nafanuatele taught Sāmoan, English and Pacific Studies at 

Auckland Girls’ Grammar School (AGGS) from the early 2000’s. During her time 

there, she served as a Dean, Pasifika Achievement Coordinator, Polyfest coordinator 

and teacher in charge of the Samoan group. When she left after 15 years of service, 

Sāmoan was the highest achieving academic subject, with the majority of NCEA achievements at Excellence and Merit 

endorsement level.

Upon leaving teaching, she has since worked for Oceania Career Academy, NZQA, and is currently the Engagement and 

Operations Manager of the Pacific Languages Unit within the Ministry for Pacific Peoples.

Although she has left the teaching profession, her passion to share knowledge of the Samoan language and culture has 

continued through the free community classes that she provides online through the Nafanua Communication and 

Culture service. In addition, she has authored a Samoan language comic book, “O le Aiga Samoa”, dabbled in acting, on 

the film, Hibiscus and Ruthless and was a new addition to this year’s judges’ panel at the ASB Polyfest competition.

Aligned to the theme of this year’s fono, Leading with Change, Nafanuatele will present on the situation of Pacific 

languages, the Pacific Languages Strategy that was launched in 2022 by MPP and the proposed changes to ensure 

“Thriving Pacific languages support building a prosperous Aotearoa, today and in the future”.



The BOLD & BLESSED BILINGUALS – Vaitimu Lemanu

We are the team of Bilingual teachers at Sutton Park School in Mangere, South Auckland. We are
looking forward to sharing with you what we have been up to in our Tongan and Samoan Bilingual
units. We are currently undertaking Ministry of Education projects around Bilingual education and we
would love some feedback at our session. We have been bold and truly blessed with our Bilingual units
with creating Bilingual resources to enhance the reading, writing and oral skills of our learners. Our
parents are also involved in the units with their own after school programme - Talanoa Ako. Our school
is changing the way forward in promoting Bilingual education and it is benefitting our learners

Bio



Hainoame Fulivai is a 1st generation NZ born Tongan, mom of two teenage daughters, 

and wife, to Dibor Fulivai.  She holds a MA in Education (Hons) from Auckland 

University in 2005.  She is graduating in March 2023 with her second Masters of 

Technological Futures in Emerging Disruptive Technology with TechFutures/ Mindlab. 

She’s a qualified and experienced vocational trainer and currently works in Social 

Innovation, whilst developing digital tech prototypes to impact Indigenous Tongan 

women's wealth systems for sovereignty and regeneration.  She has 25+ year track 

history culminating community activation/ development, advocacy, civil rights, 

research, entrepreneurship and governance.  More recently, she’s pioneered with 

trusted peers a unique network of Pacific experts in Philanthropy to raise awareness of 

voice, need and innovation for Pacific communities and funders. Hainoame is the 

Aotearoa 2053 Pasifika at the frontier of Innovation, Creativity and 
Disruption. – Hainoame Fulivai
As the world is moving into new disruptive norms, discoveries, innovation and realities, it’s important not to lose sight of the problems 
to come - where humans and technology will precisely mirror each other within co- existent lifestyles, or not. What does this mean for 
us, today? I hope to raise awareness of where trends will take Pasifika generations without purpose, and cause for change. The Big 
world problems of yesterday are leaving our communities disconnected, living in constrained lifestyles yet Education seems to continue 
on the same trajectory of minimal effect. The issues we are facing today are platforms for change, but not everyone knows how to
leverage these opportunities for a better future for all. The future of Aotearoa 2053 calls for all Kiwi’s to participate, have awareness 
and get over ourselves. Leveraging power imbalances is a human calling for collaboration, and that’s a heart and mind problem. To 
address education constraints that hinder Pasifika progressive learning and outcomes, societal infrastructures must make shifts to 
share power, or in some instances, total power release. Learning is becoming more and more self-directed, and schools are becoming 
convenient babysitters with purpose. Why Educators must change mindset, practice and platforms, now. Pacific navigation capability 
of our young people must be unlocked, by us for us, everyone has a role to make that happen. Challenges covered. • The challenges 
with Equity and Inclusion • Investing in Pasifika problem solvers of the future – STEM and Humanities • Responsible creativity –
Indigenous sovereignty • The confronting future for Pasifika – A homeless, landless people with Pacific heritage. Outcomes Inspiring 
educators, systems thinkers, problem solvers to think and do differently takes confronting, challenging conversations about real life 
problems, trends and disparities in a human-to-human way. Educators are problem solvers themselves; my goal is to unlock and remind 
them of their why, the how is up to them. Its time we call things what they are. All are welcome! Approach – interactive talanoa.

Chairperson and Co-Founder of the Pacific Funders Network set up in 2020 as a conduit for Pacific communities and Philanthropy 
funders throughout Aotearoa.  She recently completed her term last year as the Co-Chair for the Pacific Peoples Advisory Panel for 
Auckland – who have made milestones in advocating for communities during COVID, inflation, Climate Change and Social constraints.  
Her work to safeguard Pacific Indigenous knowledge systems has moved her skillsets into preparing tomorrows generation in the Arts, 
Family Harm, Climate Change, Food Safety, Cultural Intelligence and ethical practices for disruptive tech development and responsible 

community adoption for intergenerational impact.



Pasifika Autism Advocators – Daniel Filemoni
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